
DEMONSTRATION 

Scenario:  

You are in a singles game first to 21.  

You are currently behind 18-19. 

You are the blue bowls and are playing your last bowl while your opponent has one bowl remaining.  

Your shot bowl is a front toucher. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Name the Advantages of the current head situation 

I currently hold one very good shot. 

I am in a position to win the game on this end. 

 

Name the Dangers of the current head situation 

My opponent has the best two back bowls. 

I am in a position to lose the game on this end. 

 

Name Four shots that you would play, in the order that you would play them 

1. Draw on the forehand to the back in case my opponent plays weight onto my shot bowl and 

back myself to win the next couple of ends. 

2. Draw on the forehand to beat my opponent’s closest bowl. This would give me two shots 

and if I am slightly tight with draw weight I may touch the jack to give me three shots to win 

the game. However if I do move the jack I open it up for my opponent. 

3. Play on the forehand with 2 metres of weight trying to sit my opponent’s closest bowl out of 

the head. If I play this correctly I have enough shots to win the game. If I am wide I put in a 

back bowl. If I am tight I turn my shot bowl over, moving the jack and probably lose the 

game. 

4. I drive at my opponent’s closest bowl. If I hit it in the middle, I not only take my opponents 

closest bowl out but also the two back bowls. Therefore I have the shots to win and leave 

my opponent with only a draw shot to save the game. If I get my toucher it may go into the 

ditch with the jack. 


